
WHY USE A MOLDBASE WITH
PEDROTTI STANDARD

CLAMPING SLOTS
Thanks to the ready-made plates, the Pedrotti standard
Allows a significant saving in both time and money.
Available in two versions, PS + PSX or PSXE.

CHOICE BEYOND COMPARISON
With 17 types of plates, you can customize the mold to 
your needs. Consult our catalog or the CONFIGURATOR to 
choose which one is more suitable for you.
They are all in stock ready to be delivered.

FIRST QUALITY STEELS FOR EVERY APPLICATION
Toolox33 of SSAB is produced with CSR technology that
guarantees purity of the structure up to the core, and 
therefore the mirror polishability at a much lower price 
compared to an ESU / ESR steel.

Our 1.2085 is a high quality stainless steel with exceptional 
workability and stability characteristics.

The 1.1730 is subjected to Stress Relief Annealing for 48 
hours to eliminate residual stress and optimize workability.

GUIDED EJECTION PLATES
Why drill and process ejection plates if you can buy
them ready?
Order an XE-G or XG moldbase and you will receive 
already drilled plates, complete with a pillars-and-bushes 
set for the assembly.

SIMPLE AND QUICK ORDERS
Using the CONFIGURATOR you only have to choose the plates, while the standard elements will be automatically 
selected. Complete the order with all the accessories and download the 3D models in the favorite format.

MOLDBASES AND STANDARD ELEMENTS:

PEDROTTI NORMALIZZATI
Via della Ferrovia 1,3,5
25085 Gavardo (Brescia) 
C.F.: 01037180179
P.I.:00597340983

PEDROTTI MECCANICA
Via IV Novembre, 160
25080 Prevalle (Brescia)
C.F. / P.I.: 01583500986

CONTACT
T: +39 0365.330.111
F: +39 0365.330.150
E: vendite@pedrotti.it
E: meccanica@pedrotti.it



www.pedrotti.it 

EVERYTHING YOU NEED, ALWAYS AVAILABLE

A UNIQUE SUPPLIER
The accessories program is extensive and 
allows to complete the mold with many 
standardized elements that guarantee a 
remarkable time saving.

You can choose among more than twenty 
thousand items in stock, ready to be 
delivered: Injection, thermoregulation, 
centering and plate guiding, lifting and 
extraction of undercuts, up to the clamping
of the mold to the press.

ON DRAWING?
Molds are getting bigger and more complex, 
that is why many elements must meet more 
stringent design criteria.

Steel quality, heat treatment procedures
completely managed in house, precision in 
processing and constant quality controls
are what you are looking for yours special 
elements.
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PEDROTTI
NORMALIZZATI - MECCANICA

248392 Sideroad # 5, Mono, Ontario, L9W 6L2

1 (888) 580-0011 (toll-free) 1 (905) 822-1161 (local) 

sales@bnccomponents.com




